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Abstract 

In the last years there has been a growing interest in the area of city infrastructures research, driven by the goal of 
reducing continuous energy usage without affecting standards of living. The more alternative energy sources and 
energy conversion technologies (such as solar, wind, hydroelectric power or fuel cells) are being utilized, the more 
dependent become utilities one from another and the more they interact and exchange resources. For instance, 
renewable energy is typically intermittent and it is often required to convert it into other utilities or store it for 
further use. Another example of interdependencies of utilities is cogeneration – production of several utilities from a 
single fuel. Therefore it is often necessary to maintain utility networks taking into account its interconnections with 
the other utility networks. In this paper we focus on the city infrastructure networks that supply buildings with 
utilities such as electricity or heating and consider them jointly for the analysis of interdependencies between them. 
A graph-based approach to represent utility networks and their interconnections is suggested. We propose different 
applications of a graph-theoretical model that captures not only topological structure of the city networks, but also 
its physical properties. Further, we propose that such graph models can be used not only in vulnerability analysis 
where similar graphs have been used until now, but also for other purposes, such as condition monitoring of the 
network or optimization control. 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays rapidly growing cities, increased energy consumption and consequently increased impact on the 
ecological environment have promoted the usage of alternative energy sources, technologies with lower pollution rate, 
and optimization of energy production. As a consequence, urban utility networks become more complex and 
dependent on each other and their operation, maintenance and management become complex as well. However, the 
growing diversity and interconnection of urban utility networks leads to new challenges and to a new optimization 
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potential. For example, by understanding and leveraging the dependencies between heat and power networks, heat 
production costs can be reduced while power network peaks can be avoided. Likewise, network condition can be 
comprehensively observed in order to prevent failures and to analyze network restoration possibilities. 

The main purposes of this position paper are: (1) to discuss the advantages of considering multimodal utility 
networks, (2) define and analyze interdependencies between networks such as electricity, heating, gas and others, and 
(3) to make first steps towards a novel modeling approach for multimodal utility networks of cities based on a 
combination of graph-theoretical models and optimization methods from data analytics. 

Each city is covered by numerous urban infrastructures, such as electricity grid, district heating and cooling, and 
others, which distribute utilities across the city and supply them to residential, office, common, and other buildings. 
Although infrastructures differ from each other and use different facilities and technologies for producing and 
distributing utilities, their superficial organizations are similar: stations or plants for producing resources, distribution 
lines, buildings consuming the utility. For example, electricity grid uses power plants and transmission facilities to 
produce and transmit the electricity, whereas in water network water pumps and pipelines are used to deliver water in 
buildings. We represent the city utility infrastructure on this superficial level and represent the city as a set of buildings 
which are networked by different infrastructures such as the electricity grid, district heating and cooling, and others. 
Each building (or network node) belongs to one of three types: (i) a consumer, such as an office building, (ii) a 
producer, such as a power or thermal plant, (iii) a prosumer, such as a household with photovoltaic panel. The type of 
a node can vary depending on the utility network it belongs to, e.g., an electric boiler transforms electricity into 
heating, so it is a consumer of electricity and a producer of heating. Such energy conversion systems represent tight 
interconnections between different urban utility networks which, taken together, constitute a multimodal utility 
network. A graph-theoretical representation of the city utility networks provides means to analyze these networks 
focusing on its structural components and corresponding properties. For instance, path, flow and centrality analyses 
of the graph contribute to estimating cost efficiency of the network, recognizing bottlenecks, and evaluate vulnerability 
of the network. Supplying the graph model with additional static data such as connection lengths and flow capacities 
and dynamic data such as measurements or data from prediction models, allows analyzing the network focusing on 
its dynamic processes.  For instance, combining information provided by prediction and network models and analyzing 
this information contributes to optimizing network operation and redistributing resources efficiently in the network. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next section provides an existing work study. In section 3, we 
detail our modeling approach and introduce the graph-theoretical models we use. Section 4 presents possible use cases 
where graph models can extensively be used. Finally, we describe future work and conclude the paper. 

2. Related Work 

There are several approaches to represent urban utility networks and their interconnections, the most popular ways 
to depict interdependent utility networks are complex adaptive systems and agent-based models. Complex systems 
are often modeled as random graphs, such as the traditionally used Erdös-Rénui random graph or scale-free models 
[1]. As such, random graph models are used to represent utility networks in [2] or [3]. 

In [4], utility networks are represented as a population of interacting agents functioning under certain environmental 
conditions. The authors define types of dependencies between them, types of failures and response behavior in case 
of failures. According to [5], water utility networks depend on six other utility networks and consist of several 
components such as water collection facilities or wastewater treatment systems. They propose to model the water 
network as an agent-based system and study possible events and failures that can affect its functioning. 

However, recently it has been recognized that topology, characteristics and changes in real-world networks comply 
with more robust and strict organizing principles in comparison to random graphs [1]. Moreover, random graphs do 
not always reflect properties of real-world networks correctly. Watts in [6] compared the electrical grid graph and a 
random graph with the same size and vertex degree and showed that although their path lengths are similar, the 
clustering coefficient for a real-world network was significantly higher. This lead to a multitude of recent work 
depicting utility networks explicitly. In [7], interdependent networks are represented as undirected graphs. The authors 
take water and electricity infrastructures as a case study and write interdependencies as a conditional probability of 
failure in the water network, given that a failure occurred in electricity network. Abdalla and others in [8] model 
network interdependencies and interactions using geographic information systems (GIS) data. In [9], a graph 
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representation of infrastructure networks is used, however, under the assumption that there are no connections other 
than “producer-consumer” in the utility network. The authors analyze the resulting bipartite graph and study a set of 
metrics to assess network connectivity, efficiency and stability against natural disasters. The authors of [10] compare 
interactions between different utility networks and human-human interactions, represent interdependent networks as 
a social network graph, and apply analytical methods from graph theory to analyze density, degree centrality, and 
network efficiency.  

Most of the research cited above studies the vulnerability of infrastructure networks in case of failures or natural 
disasters. However, there is much less work on analyzing the networks to improve and optimize its functioning. The 
authors of [11] present a predictive control system based on a mixed-integer linear approach for a small domestic 
energy system that supplies electricity, hot water and heat to residential buildings. To ease computational 
efforts, [12] introduces a -means clustering approach to reduce the number of decision variables in the resulting 
optimization models, which normally depends on the amount of resources and utility networks. 

In following sections, we propose a flexible graph-based approach to model utility networks. In contrast to other 
approaches, we aim to capture interdependencies between the different utility networks and also to take into account 
storage facilities and prosumers that return excess energy back to the network.  

3. Modeling of city infrastructure networks 

We consider a city as a set of buildings connected by urban utility services, such as electric power cables, water 
pipelines and other facilities. In this section we present a graph-based model that formalizes this view. Our goal is to 
capture not only city utility networks structure, but also their interdependencies and interactions.  

First, we consider a distribution network for one resource, such as water or gas pipelines, district heating network, 
electricity grid, or any other utility. A distribution network is a system that is used to deliver resources from a producer 
to a consumer. We represented it as a directed graph , where producers and consumers form a set of vertices 

, where  denotes a set of producers,  denotes a set of consumers, and  – a set of prosumers. 
Distribution lines between vertices are represented as a set of arcs  of the graph . Note that for some 
resources production means the actual creation, for instance, of electricity, whereas for resources such as water or gas 
production means the generation of pressure.  

These networks are not isolated from each other, but interact with and depend one on one another. In general, there 
exist different types of interdependencies between utility networks [4,5], among which we distinguish: (i) 
geographical interdependencies, i.e., elements of different utility networks either sharing the same facilities or being 
close to each other in terms of spatial proximity, such that changes or disturbance in functioning of one utility affect 
the other utility, and (ii) physical interdependencies, i.e., functioning of an utility network and its elements depending 
on the other utility network. The water system is physically dependent from the electrical network, since water pumps 
and other facilities are electrically powered. Cogeneration appliance (Combined Heat and Power, CHP) that produce 
electricity and heat from one fuel is an example of both geographical and physical interdependencies: heat and 
electricity are produced from one fuel at the same place. A quantitative interdependency feature is a coupling order 
[4] – a characteristic which describes whether utility networks are connected directly or through several intermediary 
networks. For instance, if utility network  is connected to the utility network , which in its turn connected to network 

, then although networks  and  are not connected directly, changes and events affecting network  might affect 
utility network  as well. In this case, networks  and  have second coupling order. An example of such networks is 
natural gas and district cooling: heat produced from natural gas is used for heat-powered chiller to generate cooling. 
Feedback loops are also possible, in case network  is connected further to other networks which are further connected 
to the initial network .  

Thus, we aim to identify and analyze such interdependencies in networks. We consider a multimodal utility network 
- a union of utility networks that includes all network graphs and, additionally, covers utility exchange between 
networks. The multimodal utility network is represented by a multidigraph – a directed graph that allows several arcs 
with the same source and target. Multiple arcs are introduced in order to avoid misconceptions, since two buildings in 
the network may be connected with distribution lines of different utilities. For example, having  utility networks 

, the network of networks would be represented as a multidigraph , where 
, ,  is an additional set of arcs which describes interdependencies between utility 
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networks . In more detail, for each arc , the target vertex  belongs to the 
network  dependent from the network  containing the source . Note that sets  are not disjoint: they 
share not only consumers, such as residential buildings, but also hybrid nodes that belong to several utility networks. 
We also define the infrastructure dependency multigraph , where the vertex set  consists of the utility 
networks  themselves. In other words, graph   depicts interdependencies between utility 
networks. 

However, the graph model defined above is a very coarse approximation of large complex utility networks: it does 
not cover most of its important characteristics, such as network load and flow characteristics. Therefore,  may be 
enriched by values or multiple values assigned to its vertices and arcs. Let  be finite alphabets of labels for arcs 
and vertices, and ,  be mappings assigning tuples of labels to arcs and vertices, where , 

 are numbers of attributes for arcs and vertices correspondingly. Thus, a labeled multidigraph  
represents the topology and properties of the urban utility network. 

Some utility networks are highly interconnected with other network, whereas others are not. The main idea of our 
proposed modeling method is to take hybrid nodes and increasing exchange between city infrastructures into 
consideration for analysis and simulation. In the next section we introduce possible applications of the multimodal 
utility network model in different use cases and analysis procedures. 

4. Usage of graph models for the analysis of city infrastructure networks 

Apart from the topology represented by the network graph and its important characteristics assigned as labels to 
each vertex and arc, there typically exists also a large amount of time series information, such as sensor and smart 
meters measurements, energy production and consumption values, energy losses, flow temperatures, weather 
conditions and other dynamic data related to the daily functioning of the network. This data can be  of different 
origin: real-world data or data generated by prediction models.  

We suggest to brings more domain knowledge or “semantics” to the analysis of the numerical data and to extract 
more information by using the structure and topology properties of utility networks. Tasks that could be performed 
using such a combination of models include: 
 Optimization-based predictive control of energy consumption; 
 Prediction of consumption for different utilities for consumers and their aggregations; 
 Exploration and assessment of the network vulnerability. 

In the following, we detail several use cases and show how the graph-theoretical model contributes to these tasks. 

4.1. Optimization control 

Network control and developing strategies of its functioning is one of the crucial directions of research in the area 
of smart cities. To reduce costs and fuel consumption, and to increase network efficiency improvements are essential 
in the conditions of modern society with constantly growing energy demands.  

We suggest using the network model  to determine vertices and arcs that might require 
improvements, for instance, an overloaded transmission line or producer with high production rate without connection 
to storage facilities. While existing optimization and simulation models provide a strategy for optimizing utility flows 
for a more efficient usage of resources, information extracted from topology models can point at bottlenecks or 
directions of utility distribution. For instance, if a photovoltaic panel installed on the roof of a prosumer building 
produces excess electricity during an extremely sunny day, the task of optimization is to determine a more profitable 
solution: (i) store for later usage depending on the appropriate facilities in a building, (ii) sell it to the network or 
neighbors, which can be determined by , or (iii) convert into another utility, e.g. use these 
electricity to heat water. On the other hand, neighbors can choose what is better for them: (i) continue to buy electricity 
from the network or (ii) buy their own photovoltaic panel. In all these cases, path and flow analysis in the multidigraph 

 helps optimization to distribute the energies in the network cost- and energy- efficiently by the 
path, flow and efficiency analysis of the multigraph. 
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4.2. Vulnerability 

The interest in network vulnerability analysis increased significantly after recent large energy blackouts, when a 
single failure triggered shutdowns of major infrastructure networks which led to blackouts of cities and even countries. 
The most well-known examples are blackouts in North America [13], Italy [14] and India [15]. 

There are two categories of failures that affect utility infrastructures: (i) cascading and (ii) common cause failures 
[5]. A failure is common cause if two or more utility networks are disrupted at the same time due to the same reason, 
such as natural or man-made disaster. This kind of failures is typically local and affects utility networks that are 
geographically interdependent. A failure is called cascading if it disrupts one utility network and initiates a chain 
reaction of further failures in dependent networks. This kind of failure may affect not only those networks that are 
directly physically dependent from initially disrupted network, but also networks that have -th coupling order with 
the initial network, and cause -th order effects. 

Our graph-theoretical model of utility networks  can support study of cascading and common-
cause failures: firstly, dependency multidigraph  lends itself to the understanding of -th order coupling 
effects between networks and may be used to predict consequences of a blackout in a specified utility network. Further, 
studying connectivity and vertex degree in  contributes to a better understanding of failure propagation. For 
example, what happens if a vertex, arc or set of vertices and arcs are down, i.e., deleted from the network? How to 
restore network functioning as soon as possible? We suggest using the multidigraph  to find bypasses 
between nodes and corresponding optimization models to redistribute the flows efficiently. 

4.3. Planning  future network expansions 

 The task of planning future network expansions is tightly connected to vulnerability and optimization tasks: 
suggestions concerning network expansions may involve strengthening vulnerable or critical elements of the network 
to ensure that in case of failure it is possible to quickly restore the network functioning. Moreover, having information 
on bottlenecks in the networks and analyzing the possibilities to improve the efficiency of the network also produces 
corresponding suggestions for network improvement. For instance, will efficiency of network, costs and distances of 
transferring utilities or other characteristics improve by building new transmission lines (adding a set of arcs) in the 
network ? 

4.4. Maintenance 

Sensors and smart meters in networks produce huge amounts of measurement data. Processing this data to extract 
information regarding network functioning and compiling statistics is one of the essential tasks. It largely contributes 
to all other tasks, in particular to condition monitoring, optimization control and vulnerability analysis. Typically, the 
main goals of sensor data processing are: (i) descriptive, i.e., to describe what happens in the network (e.g., failures, 
unusual events) and summarize network functioning characteristics, and (ii) diagnostic, i.e., to explain why certain 
events occurred (e.g., peaks, trends). In latter case it is crucial to know the location of sensors in the network, and 
whether their measurements correlate or influence each other. That is the task of correlation and causality analysis in 
the utility network . Assigning to each arc or vertex information on sensors and meters installed 
there as well as links to the database with measurement tables allows easier combination of graph and exploratory 
analysis and achieving better results. 

As shown above, the labeled multidigraph  representing the city infrastructure network can 
contribute to various tasks, apart from the area of vulnerability analysis, where graph representation of city networks 
are currently mostly used. The aim of our work is to develop analysis algorithms for multimodal utility network that 
combine the advantages of graph-theoretic algorithms, optimization models and data analysis. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper is the first of a series of papers on multimodal utility network analysis using a multidigraph-model 
conducted in the framework of the Marie-Curie Project “CI-NERGY”. In this position paper we stated our research 
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question, surveyed the field of work, and presented a novel graph-theoretic approach for representation of city 
infrastructure networks. As we demonstrated in Section 3, the multigraph model captures not only utility network 
structure, but also interdependencies and utility exchange between different networks. Graph models are mostly used 
for vulnerability analysis of city networks and preventing cascading failures, yet other applications of such models 
have not been considered until now. However, topological information of the network can be useful for various 
applications and use cases. It can also be integrated with other models or databases, for instance, binding arc or vertex 
with a database with measurement data regarding this vertex (building) or arc (distribution line). 

Further, we pursue our main project goal that is the extensive usage of topological information on the utility 
network acquired from the multidigraph for the network functioning analysis and optimization. In future, our results 
will be evaluated on data provided by two large European cities Vienna and Geneva that serve as use case cities.  
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